Ferrovial lays the tracks for rapid
international expansion with
SAP and IBM
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decentralized way of working and the
use of obsolete technology prevented
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forces with suppliers and subsidiaries
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revolutionized our
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system, human resources, and
SAP NetWeaver® technology. It allows
approximately 1,300 users at Ferrovial
– including high-profile executives – to
manage a complex and diversified
landscape of operations, from finance
and human resources to procurement,
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The new solution is based almost
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highly agile manner to suit each legal,
financial, cultural and linguistic context.
Armando Cernuda comments,
“Previously, it took us at least four
weeks to configure applications for a
Key Solution Components

new international subsidiary due to the
complexity of operating in particular
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previous systems.
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“Now, thanks to the agility of the
Applications

IBM and SAP solution, it only takes

SAP® ERP, SAP NetWeaver®, SAP

us a couple of days at most, and it

Enterprise Portal, SAP Web Dynpro

all happens very smoothly. This is
roughly a 93 percent acceleration
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“During the several
different phases
of the project,
we successfully
combined our own
project management
methodologies
with best practices
provided by IBM
Global Business
Services in a
synergy that
became more like a
partnership than a
mere client-vendor
relationship.”

The solution supports approximately

Ferrovial

140 harmonized business processes,
helping to promote efficiency and
consistency wherever in the world

much more agile and collaborative

Ferrovial is operating.

way of working, can share information
across the business and enable senior

In addition, the high usability of the

management to gain a more unified and

solution helps ensure rapid acceptance

trusted view of global operations.

by global users from multiple different
backgrounds.

Because all employees use the
same system, and can easily share

With inSite acting as a centralized

information regardless of where they

solution for harmonized business

are and the type of construction project

process management, Ferrovial’s

on which they are working, Ferrovial has
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a clear view of its entire global business.
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Looking at a future full of
opportunities

the office later on – increasing agility,

Ferrovial is already planning further

process errors.

saving time and reducing the chance of

projects, including the development of
a business analytics platform and the

Armando Cernuda concludes,

full deployment of a mobile solution for

“The inSite platform, based on SAP

accessing inSite.

ERP and developed with help from

Business Benefits

IBM Global Business Services, has
• Reduces time-to-market for

inSite provides the company with a

truly revolutionized our business

central hub in which all enterprise data

processes and workflows, and our

international applications from four

is collected. To really put this data to

overall philosophy. Deploying such an

weeks to two days – a 93 percent

work for the business, Ferrovial plans

integrated, agile and robust system

acceleration.

to implement sophisticated analytical

that can keep growing in line with

tools, and is confident that this initiative

our business needs provides huge

will enable it to make smarter strategic

competitive advantage.”

decisions to benefit its business.

• Simplifies global business growth,

sharpening the company’s
competitive advantage.

In addition, Ferrovial looks forward
to completing the deployment of its
newly launched mobile solution with
SAP Mobile Platform, which is currently
only in use on one of its construction
projects.
Harnessing the power of mobile will
help the company to keep innovating,
work much more productively and
share crucial information at the touch of
a button.
For example, if a worker on a
construction sites accepts a supplier
delivery, he or she can log it right
away in the system using a mobile
device rather than having to do it from
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